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Mean-Field Analysis of Amorphous Rare EarthTransition Metal Alloys for Thermomagnetic
Recording
MASUD MANSURIPUR

AND

M. F. RUANE

Ahtract-A mean-fieldmodel is developedforamorphousferrofew adjustable parameters as possible. There is a fundamagnetic materials with potential applications in thermomagnetic re- mental difference between our model and the previous
cordinglmagneto-optical readout systems. The emphasis is on the remodels for iron-based alloys, however. We have allowed
so that important
duction of the number of adjustable parameters,
variables and their effectson magnetic properties canbe investigated. for an antiferromagnetic iron subnetwork to account for
the large variation of the Fe-Fe exchange interaction with
The available experimental data on GdCo-, GdFe-, and TbFe-based
alloys is compared with the model predictions and good agreement is
interatomic distance. The possibility of antiferromagnetic
obtained in all cases. Expressionsfor the exchange stiffness coefficient interaction among iron atoms has been discussed in the
and macroscopic anisotropy energy constant are derived
and the latter
literature [ 141, but, to our knowledge,has not been introis compared with available experimental data. The results have been
used to study domain
wall characteristics of the three material systems. duced into the mean-field models. The presence of both

I. INTRODUCTION
MORPHOUS rare earth-transition metal (RE-TM)
alloys have proved extremely suitable for thermomagnetic recording and magneto-optical readout applications [ 11-[6]. In thin film form, these media exhibit strong
perpendicular anisotropy, which makes them particularly
useful for polar Kerr orFaraday effect readout. Being ferromagnetic, they possess a compensation point temperature that can be brought to the vicinity of room temperature by properchoice
of composition. Thisfeature
preserves the uniform magnetic alignment of the media
by preventing the magnetization from breaking into oppositely oriented domains. Moreover, the high coercivity
around the compensation point protects the recorded data
from stray magnetic fields. The amorphous nature of the
films eliminates a significant source of noise previously
encountered in polycrystalline media [7]. Surface roughness and grain boundary noise are no longer-limiting factors in the readout performance of the RE-TM alloys.
The first step in the study of thermomagnetic recording
and erasure processes in the RE-TM alloys is the development of a model that can explain the behavior of magnetization versus temperature [8], [9]. Mean-field theory
provides a simple solution to this problem, although its
usefulness has been marred in the past by the existence of
too many adjustable parameters [lo]-[15]. .Our goal in
this paper is to develop amean-field model for amorphous
RE-TM alloys that can explain the available data with as
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ferro- and antiferromagnetic Fe-Fe exchange gives rise to
different magnetic moments for the iron subnetworks at
nonzero temperatures. Further experimental evidence
is
thus called for in order to justify this assumption.
The organization of the paper is as follows: in Section
I1 we define the parameters and derive the
major equations
of the mean-field theory. Section I11 is concerned with the
explanation of the observed behavior of GdCo-, GdFe-,
and TbFe-based alloys. In Section IV, the effect of uniaxial single-ion anisotropy on the mean-field model is discussed. Sections V and VI are devoted to the exchange
stiffness coefficient and the macroscopic anisotropy energy constant, respectively. Section VI1 contains a few
final remarks and a comparison of the three material systems in terms of their domain-wall properties.

11. MEAN-FIELDTHEORY
We describe a mean-field model for an amorphous system with three magnetic subnetworks. Nonmagnetic elements are alsoincluded in this model insofar asthey affect
the densities and the coordination numbers of magnetic
elements. The following notation is used throughout the
paper:
total number of atoms (ions) in unit volume (cm3)
atomic percentage of the nth species in the compound
atomic radius
coordination number (average number of nearest
neighbors)
spin angular momentum quantum number
orbital angular momentum quantum number
total angular momentum quantum number
gyromagnetic factor
exchange integral between ions of species m and
n
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TABLE I
METALLIC
RADII, ANGULAR MOMENTA,
AND GYROMAGNETIC
FACTORS
OF THE ELEMENTS
USED IN THE MEANFIELD
CALCULATIONS.

r( 4
Gd
Tb

co
Fe
Ar
B
Mo
Sn

L

2.0
2.0
1.4
1.4
2.0
1.2
1.5
2.0

0
3.0
0

0

S

J

g

5

2.0
1.5
2.0
2.0
-

3.5
3.5
3.0
6.0
adjustable
adjustable

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

The angular momentafor the rare earths are for the free ion states.

M, saturation magnetization of the nth subnetwork
M,
T
T,
T,,
k
pB

(emdcc)
total saturation magnetization
absolutetemperature (OK)
Curie point temperature
compensation point temperature
Boltzmann's constant (1.38 X
ergs/"K)
Bohr Magneton (9.27 X
ergs/(;).

The subscript n refers to the nth subnetwork, and we
will generally assume that n = 1 for the rare earth, n =
2 for the transition metal, n = 3 for the third magnetic
element, and n = 4, 5 for nonmagnetic elements.
The atoms (ions) are assumed to be hard spheres and
the radii r, are calculated from a table of atomic concentrations [161 under the assumption that the atoms fill the
entire space. The approximate values of r, for materials
of interest in this work are shown in Table I. Since amorphous materials are usually less dense than their crystalline counterparts, we assume that only 95 percent of the
space is filled in the amorphous state [ 151. The total number of atoms per unit volume N is thus given by

N =

0.95

(1)

c (4343)

n= 1

The atomic density of the nth species is then equal to Nx,.
The coordination numbers in amorphous materials are
not constant and vary from site to site. For purposes of
the mean-field theory, however, it suffices to have averagevalues.Traditionally,
researchers have assigned a
fixed value, usually 12, to this parameter [ 101, [ 113. We
consider this inappropriate, particularly when the radii of
the constituting elements differ significantly. In order to
account forthedependence
of 2, on composition and
atomic radii,the following approach is adopted here.
Considera sphere of radius r, in contact with another
sphere of radius r,. Looking from the center of the first
sphere, the spatial angle subtended by the second sphere
is 471.sin2 (0,,/2) where B , , = arcsin [rm/(rm r , ) ] . The
average number of atoms of species m that surround a
given atom of species n is equal to Z n x m ,and together they
cover a fraction of space equal to Z , ? X , sin2 (0,,/2) (as-

+

suming nonoverlapping cones). If we further assume that
the entire space is filled by the nearest neighbor cones (an
assumption which is only approximately valid in three dimensions), we obtain

C z n x msin2 (0,,/2)
m= 1

= 1

(2)

from which 2, is readily calculated. In the special case in
which all atoms are identical, 2, turns out to be equal to
14.93, which is somewhat greater than the commonly used
value of 12. However, since only relative values of 2, are
important in the mean-field model, this approximation
should be acceptable.
The spin, orbital, and total angular momentum quantum numbers for the materials of interest are shown in
Table I. The angular momenta of the rare-earth elements
are identical with their free-ion values. This is a reasonable approximation considering the fact that the 4f electrons responsible for magnetic properties are well shielded
by the 5s and 5p shells and are therefore largely unaffected by the environment. The values of S , L , and J for
Tb and Gd are obtained by the Hund rules and are consistent with measured values [ 161.
The situation with transition metal elements is quite different. Here the magnetic electrons are in the 3d shell,
whose structure is affected significantly by the local environment. The magnetic properties therefore vary with
the composition and atomic structure of the alloy [17].
The orbital momentum is usually quenched in these materials, and thus the assumption of L = 0 is reasonable
for our purposes. The 3d electrons occupy a band of energies split between electrons with up and down spins ( 3 d t
and 3d.1 bands). The difference between the population of
these bands determines the spin of the TM ion. The spin
can thus assume noninteger values. Moreover, the band
structure and the number of electrons available to each
band vary with composition. The TM spin is thus a complicated function of the composition and structure of the
alloy and, to simplify matters, we have used it as an adjustable parameter in our calculations.
The band structure of cobalt is believed to be of the
form shown in Fig. l(a) with the Fermi level above the
3 d t band [17]. Assuming that alloying does not modify
the band structure, addition of electrons can only fill the
3d.1 band and thereby reduce the net spin of individual
cobalt ions. For iron, the structure is believed to be of the
form shown in Fig. l(b); here the Fermi level is within
the 3dT band and, depending on the exact structure of the
bands, addition of electrons could result in either an increase or a decrease of the net spin [17]. The band stmcture can be used as a guide in adjusting the numerical
value of the spin, although, in the absence of more elaborate information, its usefulness is quite limited.
The gyromagnetic factor g is a proportionality constant
that relates the magnetic moment and the total angular
momentum. For pure orbital momenta g = 1, while for
pure spin g = 2. In general, the value of g is obtained
from the Lande equation [ 161.
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The three equations thus obtained with m = 1, 2 , and 3
must be solved simultaneously for the ( j , ) at any given
temperature. A numerical method which starts with reasonable initial values and iterates until a consistent solution is obtained was found to converge quickly and yield
reliable solutions. The subnetwork magnetizations are
then obtained from the relation

M, = N x f l , w f l ( j f l ) .

(4)

The Curie temperature T, can be found analytically if
we realize that around T, the ( j , ) values are small and if
we use the approximation
coth (x) = ( l / x )
Fig. 1. 3d electronic band structure of the TM subnetwork.

which is valid for 1x1

+ (x/3)

<< 1. Thus, in the vicinity of T,,

3
The exchange integral is a quantum mechanical entity
Z m J m (J, + 1)
Xn3rnn (j n)
which arises from the overlap of electronic charge distrin= I
butions. While in dielectric media the exchange interac< j m >=
3kT
tion between neighboring atoms (ions) is direct, the interaction in metals is primarily mediated by the conduction which, in matrix notation, is equivalent to
electrons [17]. The magnitude and sign of 3 are, in genall, a12 a13
(jl )
(jl)
eral, functions of the electronic structure of the ions and
the distancebetween them. For a pairof ions with angular
=
.
momenta J , and J,, the mutual energy in the classical
approximation is given by
Here am, = Z r n ~ , ~ , , J r n ( J+, 1)/3k. Hence,theCurie
e m n = -2Srnfljmjfl
temperature T, must be an eigenvalue of thematrix [a,,].
where j , and j , are the projections of angular momenta (It turns out that T, is always the largest real eigenvalue.)
along the axis of anisotropy. In the mean-field approxi- This method allows the calculation of T, without solving
mation the exchange energy of ion m resulting from its the mean-field equations for the entire range of temperainteraction with ion IZ is
tures.
2

k;; 1;;. 1;jL;J
-

em

= - dm,Jm ( .in )

111. COMPARISON
OF MODEL CALCULATIONS
WITH THE
where ( j,, ) is the time average of j , . The total exchange
OBSERVEDDATA
energy of m arising from interactions with its nearest
The mean-field theory of the last section has been emneighbors in our triple-magnetic-subnetwork model is thus ployed to explain the experimentally observed behavior
given by
of saturation magnetization versus temperature in several
3
RE-TM-based alloys. Instead of trying to obtain a close
E m = -2mjm
xn drn,,(jn).
match in every case by varying all the adjustable paramfl= 1
eters, we have tried to obtain a reasonable match with as
Since j , can onlyassumethe
values of -.Im, -J, t few adjustable parameters as possible. This, we hope, will
1, * , J, - 1, J,, then
bring out the dominant trends and exclude the less significant factors.
JVI
j , e - EmlkT
We have studied three classes of materials for which
j m = -Jtn
experimental data has been available in the published lit( j m) =
Jnl
>
erature.Thesearetheclasses
of GdCo-, GdFe-, and
e-EnJkT
TbFe-based
alloys.
For
each
class
we have
used a fixed
j m = -JM
, as shown in Table 11. It is
set of exchange integrals ,$
or, equivalently
true that the local environment and the interatomic disr
1
1 tances play a role in determining the values of the exchange integrals, and it is also true that by changing the
composition in a given system of materials, these factors
are more likely than not to change. We believe, however,
that because of the nature of exchange in metallic alloys,
the variation of exchange parameters is of secondary importance. An exception is made for &e-&, which is apparently very sensitive to the interatomic distance. In fact,

-
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TABLE I1
EXCHANGE
INTEGRALS USED IN THE MEAN-FIELD
CALCULATIONS
Material
System
GdCo
GdFe
TbFe

d T M - TM

28.0
+12.0

k8.5

d R E - TM

X

lo-’’

X
X

10-15*

IO-”*

-2.2
-1.7
-1.0

3 R E - RE

10-l~

0.5

X
X

lo-’’

X

0.5

X

lo-’’

0.2

X

lo-’’

X

10-l~

*The minus sign applies to the antiferromagnetic subnetwork.

f

’

Fig. 2. A typical arrangement of moments in an RE-Fe alloy. The0 is the
rare earth, 0 is the iron in the ferromagnetic subnetwork, and 8 is the
iron in the antiferromagnetic subnetwork. The net exchange field on each
atom is the sum of contributions from its nearest neighbors. The contribution of & and 9 to their iron neighbors, whether 0 or 8 , is always
positive. The contribution of & to a neighboring 0 is positive, while its
contribution to a neighboring @ is negative. If the fraction of @ in the
alloy is not too large,,then the net field on both 0 and 8 will be positive,
while the net field on 0 will be negative. This is why both iron subnetworks have positive moments.

in certain compounds, the Fe-Fe exchange isknown to be
ferromagnetic for some iron pairs and antiferromagnetic
for others [ 131. Thus for the RE-Fe alloys, we have postulated the existence of two iron subnetworks: one with
positive and another with negative
Fe-Fe
exchange
( +djFe-Fe). The coupling between the two subnetworks,
and both subhowever, remains ferromagnetic (+
networks couple antiferromagnetically to the RE subnetwork with the
same
exchange
parameter
The only
new parameter thus introduced is the fraction cy of iron in
the antiferromagnetic subnetwork; 01 has been used as an
adjustable parameter in our calculations. As long as 01 is
not too large, themean field on the antiferromagnetic subnetwork will remain parallel to, but smaller than, the field
on the ferromagnetic subnetwork. The two kinds of iron
will thus have parallel moments at all temperatures, but
the moment of the antiferromagnetickind will quickly decay with temperature. This means that at nonzero temperatures, the ferromagnetic ironatoms will have a larger
moment than the antiferromagnetic ones. Fig. 2 shows a
typical arrangement of moments at T # 0. At T = 0, the
arrangement isthesamebutthe
two iron subnetworks
have equal moments.
In Tables 111-V, we have compared the experimental
data collected from the literature with our model calculations. Information regarding the source of data, sample
composition, preparation conditions,and measurement

methods is also given. In fitting the data we assumed that
the nominal compositions are subject to a few percentage
points of error, and thus searched the vicinity of the nominal composition for a good match. The best match usually was found within rt 1% of the nominal. We also assumed the presence of a
small amount of argon in the
compounds to account for the impurities that are inevitably present in any sample. Since themeasurement of magnetization requires aprecise knowledge of the sample
thickness, systematic errors are introduced if there is inaccuracy in the thickness measurement. Lack of instrument calibration is another source of systematic errors. In
a few cases we had to allow for the possibility of such
systematic errors in the data. Figs. 3-8 show some typical
fits of the theoretical curves to the data.
Table I11 corresponds to GdCo-based alloys. A doublemagnetic-subnetwork model has been sufficient for explaining the data. The cobalt moment Jco is seen in all
cases to be below the value of 0.86 for pure cobalt. This
is consistent with the band model in which the 3dl band
is successively filled with additional electrons. If we assume that Gd, B, and Mo atoms contribute 1.5, 2.5, and
3 electrons, respectively, to the d band, the values of Jco
obtained in these calculations can be explained. We emphasize, however, that charge transfer arguments are not
completely reliable, and although we use them as guidelines in estimating the TM moment,we shall not rely
heavily on the quantitative results.
Table IV corresponds to the GdFe-based alloys. A triple-magnetic-subnetwork model has been used to account
for the antiferromagnetic coupling among a certain fraction of iron moments. The adjustable parameters are JFe
and the fraction cy of iron in the antiferromagnetic subnetwork. It can be seen that, with addition of Gd, the iron
moment decreases from 1.11 for pure iron to a minimum
of 0.95
at
around
25 percent
Gd.
Adding more
gadolinium seems to increasethe moment again.The
fraction of antiferromagnetic iron, cy, varies between 0.3
and 0.5 for pure GdFe alloys. This may represent the effect of the deposition environment on the structural characteristics of the alloy. In the three compounds containing
Sn or B, the antiferromagnetic subnetwork is absent and
the iron moment remains around 0.95. The absence of
antiferromagnetic iron here may be a result of the reduced
iron concentration in the alloy, but it is difficult to arrive
at any conclusions at this point without further experimental evidence.
Table V corresponds to the TbFe-based alloys. Again,
the adjustable parameters areJFeand cy. With the addition
of Tb, the iron moment seems to decrease to a minimum
of 0.96 around 19 percent Tb, and then rises again. The
similarity of this behavior for GdFe and TbFe is encouraging, and may in fact suggest that a band structure such
as shown in Fig. 9 is at work.
To appreciate the significance of the antiferromagnetic
iron subnetwork in these calculations, we have plotted in
Fig. 10 the Curie and compensation point temperatures
versus cy for a typical alloy. It is observed that the Curie
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TABLE 111
COMPARISON BETWEEN
THEORETICAL
AND EXPERIMENTAL
DATAON GdCO-BASED ALLOYS
Magnetization
Composition

t Analysis
Deposition
Nominal
od
Method
Ref. Composition

JC"

sputtering

[I1
~ 5 1
~ 3 1
[I91
[2 11
~ 3 1
1121
~ 9 1

e-beam
evaporation
sputtering
sputtering
sputtering
sputtering
sputtering
sputtering

XRF
microprobe

Force-Balance
VSM

0.63
0.63

microprobe

Force-Balance
Force-Balance
VSM

0.53
0.53
0.49
0.45
0.40
0.39

-

microprobe
microprobe
-

-

*Argon is used here to represent impurities in the sample. The effect of nonmagnetic impurities is only on the density and coordination numbers, and
in that respect argon can be substituted for other contaminants. In reality, sputtered films contain a certain amount of argon while evaporated films are
likely to be contaminated by other elements.
TABLE IV
COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORETICAL
AND EXPERIMENTAL DATA
ON GdFe-BASED ALLOYS
Composition
rement
Analysis Deposition Nominal
Method
Ref. Composition

thod

Composition
Match)Method
sputtering
sputtering
e-beam
evaporation
e-beam
evaporation
sputtering
e-beam
evaporation
sputtering
e-beam
evaporation
e-beam
evaporation

Gd19Fe67B12Ar2
Gd20Fe60B18Ar2
Gd24.SFe69.SSn6

Gdz6Fe74
Gd24Fe76

Gd26.3Fe73.7
Gd23Fe77
Gd24.9Fe75.

Magnetization

I

Gd30.6Fe69.4

microprobe
microprobe
microprobe

VSM
VSM
VSM

microprobe

VSM

XRF
microprobe

VSM
VSM

XRF
microprobe

VSM
VSM

microprobe

VSM

JFC

cy

TABLE V
COMPARISON BETWEEN
THEORETICAL
AND EXPERIMENTAL DATA
ON TbFe-BASED ALLOYS
~~

Composition
Ref.

Match)
Nominal
MeasurementAnalysis
Composition

Magnetization
Theoretical
(Best

Deposition
JFe

cy
~~~

1
2
3
4

Tbl9FeSl
VSM
Tb2IFe7,
TbZ2Fe78

5

Tb29Fe71

6

Tb33.3Fe66.7

Tb14Fe86

[221
XRF
r21

PI

[221
[221
~ 3 1

sputtering
sputtering
VSM
sputtering
sputtering
sputtering
sputtering

-

-

XRF
-

temperature drops and the compensation point rises with
increasing CY.The reason is that the net exchange field
acting on the antiferromagnetic iron subnetwork is small,
and consequently the magnetization of this subnetwork
decays rather quickly with temperature. The 01 value is
thus an important parameter of our model because it allows the data to beexplained with a fixed set of exchange
parameters.

(Tb13Fe87)9sArs
(Tb19Fe81)95Ar5
(Tb,o.sFe79.s)9sAr5
(Tb21 SFe78.5)9SAr5
(Tb29Fe71)95Ar5
0.3
(Tb34Fe66)95ArS
0.35

-

1.02
0.5
0.96 0.31
0.97
0.25
0.97
0.24
1.14
1.10

element is subject to uniaxial anisotropy of the simplest
kind, and that its total energy is given by
3

4

=

-ZJI

fl=

1

~ ~ 3 1 ~-( Dj:.
j,,)

(6)

Here D is the anisotropy constant with the axis of anisotropy perpendicular to the film plane. It follows that
JI

IV. SINGLE-IONANISOTROPY
AND THE MEAN-FIELD
MODEL
In order to study the effect of single-ion anisotropy on
the mean-field model, we have assumed that the rare earth

e-EllkT
j l = -JI
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Fig. 3. Experimental (0)
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values of magnetization
versus temperature for Gd22,,Co77,9 (reported composition). See row 2
in Table 111.
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Fig. 5. Experimental (0) andtheoretical (-)
values of magnetization
versus temperature for Gd26.3Fe73.7 (reported composition). See
row 6 in
Table IV.
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Fig. 4. Experimental (0) and theoretical (-)
values of magnetization Fig. 6 . Experimental (0) andtheoretical (-)
versus temperature for (Gd,oCo,3Mo,7)98Ar2 (reported composition). See versus temperature for Gd,o,6Fe69,, (reported composition). Seerow 9 in
Table IV.
row 7 in Table 111.

while ( j2) and ( j-, ) are still given by (3). Although a
closed form no longer exists for (7), the mean-field equations are still amenable to numerical solutions as before.
Fig. 11 shows T, and T,, versus D for a typical alloy. It
is seen that the increase of T, with D is rather insignificant, but the effect of D on T,, is dramatic.
In gadolinium-based alloys the single ion anisotropy is
believed to be negligible. This is due to the fact that Gd
is anS-state ion with little or no interaction with the
“crystal” electric field. Terbium, on the other hand, is
known to couple strongly to the electric field and create
large amounts of single-ion anisotropy. It isthus expected
that the best model for TbFe is one that includes both the
single ion anisotropy of Tb and the antiferromagnetic coupling of Fe ions. However, as will be seen in Section VI,

the measured values of the macroscopicanisotropy energy
constant seem to indicate that D
lo-’’ ergs, which is
too small to affect our mean-field model calculations. It
has been argued that the effective value of D is, in fact,
much larger than the value suggested by the macroscopic
measurements [ 181. We feel, however, that a meaningful
discussion of this subject is not possible until more reliable data is available.

-

V. EXCHANGE’
STIFFNESS
COEFFICIENT
In the Heisenberg model the exchange energy density
is given by [12]

E =

- Cr nCn 3 , , < j m > ( J n )

(8)
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Fig. 7 . Experimental (0) andtheoretical (-)
values of magnetization
versus temperature for Tb,,Fes6 (reported composition). See
row 1 in
Table V .
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Fig. 10. Calculated Curie and compensation point temperatures versus
for (Tb2,Fe79)9sArs withJFe = 0.97.
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values of magnetization
versus temperature for Tb,,Fe,, (reported composition). See row 3 in
Table V.
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Fig. 11. CalculatedCurieandcompensationpointtemperaturesversus
single-ion anisotropy constantD for (Tb2,Fe79)95Ar,with J,, = 0.97 and
CY = 0.

becomes

E =

m

n

gmn<jm)(jn)

COS

(emn)

(9)

where m ,
n are nearest
neighbors and Om,, is the angle be-+
-+
tween ( j ) and ( j ,,). Now cos (Om,,) must be replaced
yith its average over all orientations of m , n pairs. Let
d ke the distance between a pair of uujt vestors locat2d at
+ d / 2 with directioncosines ( a f V a d / 2 , p f Vp
-+
2/2, y f Vy 2 / 2 ) . The angle between the vectors is
then given by

-

Fig. 9. A possible band structure for iron.

where the summations+are+over all 2ites i 5 a unit volume
and the assumption ( j j , , ) = ( j ) ( j ,,) is implicit.
When we ignore all but nearest neighbor interactions, (8)

2)’ + $0 2)’ + ( f y - d)’],
functionof d. For every vector2 there are now

cos9 = 1 - [(Va -t

which is a

*
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Fig. 12. Calculated exchange stiffness coefficient A, versustemperature
for (a) (Tb2,Fe,9)95Ar5 withJFe= 0.97 and a = 0.25; (b) (GdZ5Fe7&Ar5
withJ,, = 0.95, 01 = 0.33; and (c) (GdZICo7,),,Ar5 with Jco = 0.63.

where Dm, is the anisotropy coefficient for nearest neighbor pairs. This coefficient is positive for pairs with parallel moments and negative for pairs with antiparallel moments, assuming that the atoms are already arranged in
pairs such that both parallel and antiparallel moments prefer their current positions. From symmetry it must be clear
that Dm, = D,,,.
The second source of anisotropy is the interaction of
atomic charge distribution with local electric fields [17].
If the charge distribution is nonspherical, the electric fields
force the distribution, and consequently the orbital angular momentum, into a preferred orientation, and the spin
orients itself accordingly through the spin-orbit coupling.
In RE-TM alloys the orbital moment of TM is usuallysmall,
making its interaction with electric field insignificant.
The non-S state RE ions, however, couple strongly to the
field and create random axis anisotropy. To simplify the
problem, we have assumed the following expression for
the single-ion anisotropy energy density
3

2

two other vectors, 2r and ’’, sych that <he three are TUE = - N C X,D, ( j , > 2 cos2 e.
(12)
n= 1
tually orthogonal. Then (Va * d ) 2 (Va *
)2
(Va
z r r ) 2= (?a)2
The same is true for p and y. Con- where D, is the single-ion anisotropy constant. The total
sequently, the spatial average of cos 8 is given by
macroscopic anisotropy energy constant K, is thus given
+
by
(COS e ) = 1 - & [(va12
(fp)’ + (fr)21
d2.

+

z2.

zr +

+

The excess energy above the aligned state is now written
as
AE =
gmn(jm)(jn)
m

n

+

d i n [(?a)’
+ (?Y)~]
with m , n being nearest neighbors and dm, the distance
between nearest neighbor atoms, which is equal to the sum
of atomic radii rm and r,. The macroscopic exchange stiffness coefficient A, is then given by

/

3

3

3

+ n=

I

DnXn(jn)2]
.

(13)

Dm, and D, have complicated relations with the structure
of the media, but for our purposes it is sufficient to treat
them as adjustable parameters.
Fig. 13 shows K,, versus temperaturefortwoGdCobased alloys. The experimental data, taken from the literature, is in good agreement with model calculations. In
3
3
both cases, D, = 0 and Dm, = k 10-l9, with the plus sign
A, =
Nxn
z n x m d m n ( j m) ( j , ) d i n .
(10) applicable to Co-Co and Gd-Gd pairs, and the minus sign
n=l
m= 1
Fig. 12 shows the calculated temperature dependence applicable to Gd-Co pairs.
Fig. 14 shows K, versus atomic percent Gd in GdFe
of A, for representative compositions from the three
alloys
at room temperature. There is a rather large scatter
groups of alloys studied in Section 111. (The selected comin
reported
data in this case, asis evident from the figure.
positions have compensation points in the vicinity of room
We
believe
that part of this scatter is due to the fact that,
temperature.) It is observed that the exchange
stiffness
near
compensation
point, the magnetization is small and
coefficient is dominated by the transition metal subnetK,,
are subject to large errors. It is also
measurements
of
work in these alloys. A, drops with temperature until it
a
well-known
fact
that
preparation conditions such as arreaches zero at the Curie point.
gon pressure and bias voltage during sputtering affect the
VI. MACROSCOPIC
ANISOTROPYENERGYCONSTANT
anisotropy energy through structural variations. The solid
There are two basically different sources of anisotropy curve is calculated from the available data in the meanin amorphous rare earth-transition metal alloys. The first field approximation. The anisotropy parameters used are
is the pair ordering due to inhomogeneous atomic distri- identical to those of GdCo alloys in Fig. 13, namely D,
The agreement in the
order of
bution, whereby theclassicaldipole-dipole interactions = 0 and Dm, =
create a distinct axis of anisotropy [19]. The anisotropy magnitude between this curve and the experimental data
suggests that the anisotropy in GdFe is controlled by pair
energy density of pair ordering may be written as
ordering,
and that single-ion anisotropy does not play a
3
3
major
role
here. This is in agreement with the fact that
E = Nx, ( j , ) cos 8
Dm,Z,xm ( j, ) cos 8 (11)
n= I
m= 1
Gd3+ is an S-state ion.
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(a)
(b)
Fig.13.Macroscopicanisotropyenergyconstant
K, versustemperature
[21] (solidcurvecalculated
for
for(a)Gd,,Co74Mo,,asreportedin
( G ~ , , C O ~ ~ M O , , with
) ~ &Jco
~ = 0.49), and (b) Gd,,.3C067.2M016Ar5.5
as reported in [19] (solid curve calculated for Gd,z,,Co6,,5Mo16Ar, with
Jco = 0.39).For both calculations, Dm,=
and D, = 0.
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Fig. 14. Macroscopic anisotropy energy constant Ku versus rare earth con- Fig. 15. Macroscopic anisotropy energy constant K , versus rare earth concentration in GdFe alloys at room temperature. 0 indicates [2], 0 indicentration in TbFe alloys at room temperature. o indicates [2], 0 indicates [24], and x indicates [25]. The solid lineis obtained from available
cates [24], and x indicates [3]. The solid line is obtained from available
Dm, =
and D, = 0.
mean-fielddatawith
= +10-l9, Dl = 40 x 10-l9, Dz = D3 = 0.
mean-field data with D,,,,,

+

Fig. 15 shows K, versusatomicpercentTb
in TbFe
alloys at room temperature. The scatter in the experimental data probably arisesfromthesamesourcesasdiscussed in the previous case. The solid line is based on
Dm, =
available mean-field dataandcorrespondsto
D l = 40 X
and D2 = D3 = 0. The explanation is that Tb3+,being a non-S-state ion, is subject
to strong axial anisotropy which dominates K, in TbFe
alloys. Notice that Dl, although much larger than the pair
ordering coefficients Dm,,is still too small to have significant effect on themean-field model calculations (see Fig.

11).

VII. CONCLUDING
REMARKS
The models developed in this paper can be applied in
the analysis of thermomagnetic recording and erasure processes whereby a focused laser beam elevates the local
temperature of the recording medium toallowa weak
magnetic field to create/annihilate a small magnetic domain. We have reported a preliminary study of this kind
in a separate publication [20].
A significant characteristic of the media, connected with
the formation and stability of domains in thermomagnetic
., This parecording, is the domain wall energy density a
rameter is related to the exchange stiffness coefficient and
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Fig. 16. Calculated domain wall thickness X and energy density a,, versus
temperature for (1)
(Gd2,Co79)95Ars,
(2)
(Gd25Fe75)9sAr5,
and
(3)
(Tb,,Fe7&Ar5. All compositions have compensation points
in the vicinity of room temperature.

a.

the anisotropy energy constant by ow = 4
Fig. 16
shows the calculated owversus temperature curves for the
representatives of the three classes of materials studied in
this paper. Also shown are the calculated temperature dependencies of the domain wall thickness h = 4 JA,/K,.
(All compositions have room temperature compensation
points.) Notice that the TbFe alloy has a larger room temcomperature ow compared with theGdFeandGdCo
pounds. This could result in less stable domains for TbFe
if it were not for the higher coercivity of this material. On
the other hand, the narrowerdomain wall of TbFe is suitable forhigh-density recording applications where the domains are densely packed and a large readout signal is
required.
In conclusion, we have developed a mean-field model
for amorphous RE-TM alloys that can explain the available experimental results with good accuracy. We have
postulated the existence of an idealized antiferromagnetic
subnetwork for the iron-based alloys and have shown that
its presence will result in two different values for the iron
moment at nonzero temperatures. In reality, however, our
idealized assumption of equal but oppositeexchange
- Fe) is not exactly valid. Most
coefficients for iron ( k
probably, there is a distribution of exchange interactions
among neighboring iron atoms, with the result that the
iron moments will be distributed in a continuous fashion
in a certain range. It may be possible to obtain some useful information about the distribution of iron moments
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from the Mossbauer spectroscopy. Measurements of the
magneto-optic Kerr effect and the extraordinary Hall effect versus temperature, which provide information about
the transition metal subnetwork, will also be helpful for
the purpose of verification of the model.
We have used our mean-field model to estimate some
other properties of the thin film alloys, such as the anisotropy energy constant and the domain wall characteristics. The anisotropy energy constant, in particular, is a
function of the deposition environment and the structural
characteristics of the films; these dependencies influence
the values of our adjustable parameters D, and Dm,. A
systematic study of magnetic anisotropy in these films
must therefore be undertaken in order to determine the
exact nature of this relationship.
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